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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION—IHE PROBLEM
In the year 1B80, there were 215,616 pupils in high schools
In the United States. By the year 1930, this immber had grown to
4,514,008. During these years the population of high school age
had increased only £36 per cent. The number of pupils in hi^
y
schools had Increased £093 per cent.
Hiis means that whereas in 1880, five pupils in every hundred
of high school age attended school, fifty years later almost fifty
out of every hundred were in attendance.
Ihe past ten years, with its unemployment problems has ac-
centuated this trend. The curriculum of I860 however well it may
or may not have fitted the needs of the chosen few who continued
their formal education beyond the graded schools, obviously does
not meet the requirements of a true cross section of our whole
population.
Ihe Interests, academic abilities, social backgrounds and
economic needs of this larger group will, of necessity, be differ^
ent from those of the selected group that once con^osed our high
^lAiella Cole, Psychology of Adolescence
, p. 6.
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3school population. A citizenry, becoming tax-conscious with the
rising public debt, and more social-minded with the disturbing world
economic conditions, is regarding the school curricula more closely
than heretofore.
With these factors in mind, the educator must examine the cur-
riculum of his school with a more critical and evaluatiTe eye than
in the past. Practices of the past must meet a more exacting stcuid-
ard than has been heretofore set, in order to justify their continu-
ance. Changes in the curriculum must be made to meet changing con-
ditions.
!Qie larger school has been better equipped to meet the needs of
this new group of pupils. A large teaching staff allows the setting
up of new courses for the non-academic group, without disrupting the
plans of those who continue to want college preparatory subjects.
Specialists in such courses are more easily fitted into the school
faculty. Expensive equipment is more adequately supplied.
The smaller high school faces a far more serious problem.
There generally seems to be too few teachers to allow a curriculum
that covers the needs of all the pupils. Expensive equipment for
the few is more difficult to obtain. Teaching ^^ecialists are al-
most ruled out by the necessity of hiring teachers who can cover
several subjects satisfactorily.
1/
Rufi asks,
HVhat shall be included in the curriculum of the (small)
high school? This is probably the most perplexing, and at
l/john Bufl, The Small High School
, p, 79.
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4tke same time, most vltaJ. problem now engaging tbe attention
of students in tbe field of secondary education .... Tbe
problem raised by these questions is difficult to solve even
in a large bigb school irtiere a large range of subjects can
be presented by specialists in their respective fields. That
the problem increases in difficulty as the high schools de-
crease in size can hardly be doubted,
i/
The New York State Regents Inquiry reports that "the small
school program is of necessity a distinctly narrow program, barren
of many of the opportunities for learning idiich a high school ought
to provide for its pupils."
The report concludes that "it would appear almost inevitable
that no school with an enrollment of much fewer than three hundred
pupils, unless it be an vinduly expensive school, can be good in
more than one or two phases of its program,"
With these rather pessimistic statements in mind it is evident
that there is great opportunity for the improvement of educational
materials in the small high school.
Definition of the Small High School for the
Purposes of Biis Study
In the State of Temont there are 111 high schools. For pur-
poses of classification, largely for athletics, these are divided
into three classes, A, B, and C. The A group consists of schools of
eq>proiimately 2E5 pupils or over. The B group has €ui enrollment of
125 pupils to 225. The C group is made up of schools with an enroll-
ment of 125 pupils or leas,
J^Francis T. Spaulding, High School and Life
, p. 119.
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5Dier© are £1 sclioola in the A group, 30 schools in the B group,
1/
and 60 in the C group. From th.ese figures it is apparent that
well over 80 per cent of the high schools in Texmont will fall into
the Regents classification of the small high school, i.e., under
2/
three hundred pupils.
This study is concerned particularly with the middle group,
that is, the high schools with an enrollment of from 125 to 225
pupils. For the purposes of this study, references to the small high
school will pertain to this group chiefly.
Attention Given to Curriculum Study of the
Small High School
y
The Joint Comaittee on Curriculum found that organized cur-
riculiim investigations and development programs are now under way in
well over seven-tenths of cities above 25,000 in population. On the
other hand, only one~third of the cities under 5000 in population
had any organized curriculum development programs.
Over seven-tenths of these enterprises have been initiated
4/
since 1932. Well over half were begun in 1935 or 1936.
i/e. W. Davis, Summary of Statistical Report of Schools, 1959-40
,
Bulletin, Teimont State Department of Education, p. 1.
^Francis T. Spaulding, High School and Life
, p. 215.
^Henry Harap and others. The Changing Curriculum
, p. 1.
^Ibid., p. 2.
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Uie Conmittee reports: ’^Furthermore, this rapidly increasing
interest in curriculum development implies a growing willingness to
come to grips with the manifold difficulties it presents.
The foregoing statistics seon to indicate that less attention
is being given to the curriculum problem in the small high school
than in the larger ones, ?diere if anything, the problem is less
acute.
u
The situation is intensified by the tendency among our imi-
verslties and teacher training institutions to concentrate on the
problems of the larger schools and to prepare students for the ad-
ministration of schools with enrollments of from 300 to 3000 pupils.
The young administrator therefore, finds himself unprepared for the
peculiar problems of the small high school.
^Ibid., p. 2.
^John Rufi, The Small High School
, p. 4
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CHAPTER T?7D
APPROACH TO THE PROBLEM
Tills study is concerned primarily, with the adaption of the
currlculvim to fit more nearly the needs of the non^academic pupil
in the high school at Fair Haven, Temont.
Ihe Nortons in their book. Foundations of Curriculum Building
,
give five factors that condition the ciirriculum.
1. The fundamental elements of effective social life.
S. The nature of the learner.
3. The laws of learning,
4. The nature of the teacher.
5. Ihe attitude, resources, and the limitations of the comniuni-
ty.
They further suggest the following lines of research that yield
y
findings bearing on curriculum revision.
1. Surveys of conditions in education and society.
S, Determination of general educational objectives.
3. Selection of curriculum on objective basis.
l/Margaret and John Norton, Foundations of Curriculum Building
, p,
8£.
^Ibid., p. 103
-7-
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84. Discovery of pupils* interests and of methods of teaching by
^ich they learn most easily.
5. Development of various types of standardized tests.
6. Analyses of textbooks.
The Joint Committee on Curriculum proposes the follo?ring approach
il
to the question of cvirriculum survey:
Inventory of the situation
1. The community—its potentialities and its deficiencies.
2. The pupils—their physical growth, mentality, and other fac-
tors that influence growth,
3. The success of the present curriculum—the degree to which
pupils now obteiin adopted objectives.
4. The teachers—their training, experience, and their basic
social and educational philosophy.
5. The curriculum—the experiences at present made available
for the pupils.
Using the above suggestions as a guide, the following objectives
were determined for this study as applying to the present problem and
the local situation:
1. The local community—its educational opportunities during
high school years and its economic opportunities thereafter.
2. The pupils—their potentialities and their deficiencies—their
desires and their aptitudes.
]^Henry Harap and others. The Changing Curriculum
, p. 119.
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g3, Determination of general educational objectives,
4, A comparative survey of the curriculum practices in seven re-
lated communities to find what methods, if any, are being used
successfully to alleviate this problem,
5, An analysis of the present curriculum,
6, Discovery of teaching methods by which the non-academic pupil
e^eriences the greatest progress.
7, A survey of writings in the field with the objective of formu-
lating aids to the local situation.
.
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CHAPTER HI
FAIR HAVEN—THE TOWN AND THE HIGH SCHOOL
The town of FeuLr Haven is situated in Southwestern Vemont,
in Rutland County, adjoining the New York State boundary. Like many
other Vemaont comnunitiee, it is divided for administrational pur-
poses into a Town and an Incorporated Village. The population of
the town as a whole is 8490. Of this number 8269 live within the
village limits.
The officers of the Village are Independent of the Town and
except for a few departments, their duties and functions do not
overlap. The Fire Department, Pooimaster, and Relief Agencies are
common to both. The Police, Road Ccamnissioners, and School Depart-
ments are separate.
Some years ago, the community was a trading center for the
outlying countryside. In addition it is in the center of one of
the most productive slate belts in the United States. Several
large creameries maintain shipping and pasteurization plants here
and at one time considerable hay was shipped from here to the large
cities. Large apple orchards and packing plants have maployed
quite a few men and have contributed to the economic well being of
the natives of this area. At one time a local branch of a Troy
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ushirt industry employed as many as 400 people at a time.
As a result of these many money prod.ucing industries Fair
Haven was a thriving and prosperous community.
In recent yeears the picture has changed considerably. The
principal industry, the making of slate shingles and electrical
switchboards has dwindled to a serious extent. In 1930, this town,
along with two others of ccii5>arable size, produced 44 per cent of
&!! the slate shingles sold in the United States. The income of
these sales, to this area, approximated one and one-half millions
V
of dollars. By 1939, these sales had dropped in value almost one-
half, or approximately to $779,000. This drop in slate scLLes is
not peculiar to this region, but is common to the whole country.
In 1929 the slate produced in the United States was sold for
$8,200,000 while in 1939, only $4,100,000 worth had been sold.
The great majority of the local quarries are owned by small
independent producers, a factor idiich tended to spread the past
prosperity among many families, but which today defeats any large
scale marketing and advertizing of the product. There is, today,
a definite defeatism present among the producers of slate locally,
as to the eventual bettenaent of the situation.
®ie improvement of hard surface roads to the larger centers has
directed the business of the outlying districts away from this town.
The advent of the automobile has destroyed the once profitable hay
l^Report of Committee on Slate Industry, 1940, Fair Haven, Teimont.
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market. The shirt factory has been shut doim practically during
the past ten lean business years, edthough at present it shows
indications of reopening.
Several large lake resorts nearby have brought some business
to the stores in the town during the summer season. The apple busi-
ness has expanded slightly during the past few years.
Almost the only cash income the farmer of this area receives is
from the sale of milk to the creameries. This struck a low of less
than two cents a quart during the hardest years of the depression,
but is slightly higher at present.
The tax rate for the year 1940, in the Tillage, was |2.15 and
the valuation is not low. The median tax for towns of this size in
ll
Vermont is $1.50.
It is evident from the above that Fair Haven has suffered eco-
nomicsilly during the past few yeaors and has not a very favorable out-
look for the future, unless some unseen development occurs.
The High School
The high school has a total enrollment of 191. Of this number
96 are girls and 95 are boys. The hipest enrollment in recent
years was reached in 1935 with a total of 215 pupils and the lowest
in 1938 when only 177 attended. The large freshman class, 60, com-
pared to a graduating class of 40 indicated a slight growth next year
iyResearch and Guidance Report
,
Vermont State Department of Education
1940.
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de Village School District is ia debt $26,057 compared to a
median throughout Vemont for schools of this size, of $48,184*
The current expense is $31,138 while the Vermont median is $30,779*
The cost per pupil in the high school is $94*62 which makes a per
capita e3q>ense to the Village of $13*60. These figures CQHQ)are with
a pupil cost of $89*76, and a per capita cost of $12*86, for similar
towns in the State.
de pupils come from racial stocks somewhat different from
those found elsewhere in the State. There are large numbers of pu-
pils descended from Welch, Irish, Yankee, and French parents and
grauidparents. The first three groups are about even in number, with
those of French descent somewhat fewer* de large proportion of Welch
and Irish is due to the presence of the slate industry. There is
little evidence of racial consciousness in the town and it consti-
tutes no problem within the school.
One outstanding characteristic of the school population is the
large number who coBmute from out of town. Only 89 pupils reside
within the Village limits. Twenty-two pupils are from the Town
proper, and 80 c<mxe from three nearby farming communities, that have
no high schools of their own. The pupils from outside the village
school district, are charged $75 a year tuition, cm expense idiich is
home by the towns from which they come. Books are free for the
village pupils and a rental foe of $5 ia charged pupils from outside
this district.
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Ibe most distant pupils travel IE miles to reach, the school.
Transportation for them and those living nearer Is a problon, as
there Is none, as yet provided by the towns In which they reside.
The State Is working at present on this problem irialch Is common
throughout the State. It may be fairly supposed that, with adequate
transportation provided, a much larger number would attend hi^
school from the distant communities.
According to the Pritchard and Burke Tests, the median Intel-
ligence quotient for the pupils in the school is 101.1. The highest
score is 143 and the lowest score is 71.
The median score recorded by the Sonea-Harry Achievement Tests
la 33 percentile for this year. This compares with a median total
score of 53 percentile In 1937 for the school as a whole. The same
year the senior class median was 79 percentile. A shift In the
emphasis placed on academic achievement and the tendency of the
student body to elect subjects of more functional nature (see Table
VH} probably explains this change to some degree.
To siunmarlze the above, the student body of ^Ir Qaven High
School Is composed of pupils who
(a) come from varied racial backgrounds,
(b) are of average intelligence,
(c) come from homes, the majority of which have had difficult
economic problems for several years, and
(d) have, for the most part, transportation difficulties in
coming to and from school.
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CHAPTER IV
OCCUPATIOHAL AND GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION OP OHK
(ffiADUATES OP PAIR HAVEN HIGH SCHOOL
In adjusting the currioulum to fit more nearly the needs of
the pupils of this high school It becomes pertinent to know In what
occupations previous graduates are engaged and where they have lo-
cated geographically.
Table H was assembled to show ihere the graduates of the
years 1927 to 1936 Inclusive have located geographically. These
years were chosen as far enough in the past to have given graduates
an opportunity to have found employment and yet recent enough to be
of value In this study.
During these years there was a total of 353 graduated from Pair
Haven High School. Of this number 44 are either deceased or their
whereabouts are iinknown. This large number Is due, In part, to the
many out-of-town pupils who attend this school, whose careers are
difficult to trace after graduation.
Of the remainder, 95 girls have married. Forty-three of these
married women live In town and 52 have married and moved away.
Five graduates are still continuing their formal studies In
advanced institutions of learning.
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!ftible II. Geographical Location of Graduates of Fair Haven
High School, 19E7-1936
Graduated
Bhiployed
in
Town
Married In
School
Ekflployed
Away Unployed Out of Town Deceased
Local Away
1927.. .18 0 5 2 9 Albany & New York. .
.
3
Rutland 2
Connecticut 1
Tennont 3
1928.. .30 11 4 5 7 Albany & New York. . 1 1
Rutland. 1
Connecticut 1
Vermont 4
1929.. .30 4 3 3 16 Albany & New York... 5
Connecticut 2
Springfield, Vt 2
Vermont........ 7
1930.. .30 6 4 6 13 Albany & New York... 4 1
Rutland 2
Connecticut 2
Vermont. ............ 5
1931.
.
.39 7 10 4 15 Albany & New York... 7
Rutland. 2
Vemont 5
Army & Navy 1
1932.. .28 5 4 1 1 12 New York 1 2
Springfield, Vt 1
Veimont 9
Penn. 1
1933.. .48 6 4 8 1 9 Albany & New York... 4
Springfield, Vt 4
Washington 1
1934.. .43 9 2 7 2 16 Albany & New York... 5 1
Rutland 2
Springfield, Vt..... 3
Vermont. 5
Washington 1
1935.. .31 5 3 8 6 Albany 2
Springfield, Vt 2
Connecticut 2
1936.. .56 5 3 8 1 24 New York 1 2
Rutland &. Burlington 4
Vermont 12
Mbss. 3
—
.
Army Sc Navy 4
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Elimination of those iriiose whereabouts are unknown, and those
who are in school, married, or deceased, leaves a total of S17 grad-
uates whose location is of direct interest to this study. Of this
number, we find 65 still residing in Fair Haven and 158 who have
found occupation elsewhere. In other words, 65 per cent or almost
two-thirds of the graduates during the decade examined, idio are
primarily interested in earning a livelihood, have found it elsewhere.
Since this table was compiled, this trend has been accentuated
by recent defense developments. During the past year, over sixty
young men, the great majority of whom are high school graduates,
have left town to find employment at the machine shop centers of
Springfield, Vermont and Hartford, Connecticut.
The above figures would indicate that a cvirriculum that trained
for the restricted occupational opportunities of this community alone
would not be answering the needs of the great majority of tiie gradu-
ates.
A further study of Table II reveals that 49 of the 158 have loft
the State of Vermont to find employment and that only 16 reside in
nearby communitlea.
Table III shows the occupational placement of alumni of Fair
Haven High School who graduated from the years 1930 to 1939 inclusive.
During those years there was a total of 314 graduated from this
high school. Of this number 119, or nearly 38 per cent, entered
either a junior or a four-year college. Sixty of these graduates.
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or 18.8 per cent entered normal school and 38 girls or 10.8 per cent
became nurses.
The high percentage of graduates who have gone on to some form
of hi^er educational institutions is probably largely due to the
geographic location of Fair Haven. The town is situated 5 miles frcaa
Green Mountain Junior College, 5 miles from Castleton Normal School,
and 16 miles from the Rutland Hospital. The first two institutions
are within easy commuting distance from the town and the nearness of
the hospital influences many girls to take up nursing as a career.
Scholastic entrance requirements to the Junior College and the Normal
School are not high enough to prevent the average pupil from attend-
ing if he or she so desires. The cost to ccmmuting students at either
institution is not high, ^proximately #800 covers expenses to the
Junior College for commuting students, iriiile the Normal School, with
no tuition fee, would cost less than $50 for the year.
As stated in Chapter III, the economic opportunities in the town
itself are so few, especially in the case of girls, that added incen-
tive is given toward encouraging the graduate to seek further educa-
tion.
That no such number complete four years of college is shown by
Table III, by which only 37 are indicated as having graduated from
college during these years. Of course, the students from the classes
of 1938 and 1939 will not yet have reached the fourth year of col-
lege, so this number does not include the members of these classes.
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Included in this college group are eight graduated who have taken
additional work and gone into such professions as medicine, dentistry,
and law.
At present there are 40 graduates of this decade actively engaged
in the teaching profession. Biis number includes both the normal school
group and those who have graduated from other colleges.
Of the girls who completed high school 114 are either married or
for various reasons are at home. IBiis group constitutes 36 per cent
of the tot«d graduated.
Seventy-three individuals, or a total of S3 per cent are engaged
as skilled or unskilled labor. Twenty-nine of this group are in such
skilled occupations as mechanics, machinists, electricians, and the
like. Since this table was drawn up, a large number have entered
y
defense industries so the percentage in the labor group has increased.
The number of men unemployed or on federal relief projects is not
large. At the time this study was made only 14, or less than 4.5 per
cent, were so classified.
Secretarial positions have claimed E4 graduates. Since the high
school has never given secretarial education to any degree, obviously
this number must have obtained their training after leaving high school.
Only 20 men 7th.o graduated during these ten years have entered the
slate and agriculture occupations. Since these are the principal oc-
cupations of this district, this number is surprisingly low. Of this
_^See page 17.
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number but seven, or £•£ per cent, became en5)loyed with slate con-
cerns. Evidently, these occupations do not seem desirable as econom-
ic opportiinities to the young men #io leave high school. The lack of
employment possibilities in the slate industry has been made very
acute by the practical stagnancy of the business since 1930.
Of the remainder, eight had joined the Aimy or Navy and 12 were
employed at miscellaneous occupations at the time this study was
made. Since the defense program got into prominence, there have been
many more who have enlisted in the services or who have been drafted.
Hie miscellaneous group is made up largely of those who are operating
small businesses of their own, such as gas stations and restaurants.
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CHAPTER Y
A COMPARISON OF CURRICUIHIvI PRACTICIS IN
SEVEN VERMDNT HIGH SCHOOIS
The following study was made to detemnine inhat practices are
being used by schools of simi lar size and with ccmparable problems,
to fit their respective curriculums to the needs of the non-academic
pupil. The immediate purpose is to see what practices are common
with most of these schools and to note any particular method used by
any school that is successful in a partial solution of this problem.
The schools chosen were seven in number. Since no useful pur-
pose is served, as far as this study is concerned, in naming these
schools, they will be designated on the following pages as schools
A, B, C, D, E, and F.
The schools are all in Southwestern Teimont within a 85 mile
radius of Rutland. The populations of these towns, with one excep-
tion, School F, derive their principal incomes from quarrying (slate
and marble), and from agriculture and dairying. The town in which
School F is located has several woolen mills within its boundaries.
Three of these schools have grades 7 to 12 in the same building
and use the same teaching staff for the instruction of these grades
(see Table IV). Four of these schools have a separate teaching
staff for grades 9 to IE.
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Table IV. Statistics on Seven High Schools in Study
Town Yrs.
Incl,
No.
Tchrs
.
1940
Total
Enroll.
Pupil-
Teacher
Ratio
No.
Grads
.
1939
No.
Grads
.
1940
Grates
9-12
Enroll.
A 7-12 11 299 27.18 28 40 192
B 9-12 8 235 29.38 39 41 236
C 7-12 11 242 22.00 32 40 142
D 9-12 6 124 20.67 25 36 125
E 7-12 10 214 21.40 32 26 180
E 9-12 7 190 27.14 36 28 190
G 9-12 8 177 22.13 36 44 191

84
For purposes of comparison, only grades 9 to 12 were included
in this study.
The number of pupils in these schools varied from 1^5 in the
smallest to 236 in the largest. The number of teachers varied from
six to eight, including the principal who, in all cases, taught some
classes. These figures have deducted the junior high school pupils
and teaching staff in the three cases where they were combined.
These seven schools were chosen as having similar geographic,
economic, and educational situations. It was therefore assumed that
they would have common 'curriculum problems, a study of which might
lead to suggestions as to the solution of the present problem.
Table IV shows a comparison of the size, teaching staffs, and
other pertinent data on those schools.
The writer personally contacted each of the principals of these
schools and made appointments to visit them while school was in ses-
sion. In most cases additional visits were necessary to obtain the
desired information.
All principals and teachers contacted were extremely cooperative
and gave freely of their time and efforts to help secure the informa-
tion desired.
The following material is contained in abbreviated foim on Table
V. Because of the scope and the importance of the items covered, a
more detailed report of each follows.
In each case, the object is to note and evaluate procedures used
in each school which tend to overcome the handicaps commonly encountered
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Table V. Comparison of Methods in Seven Schools
School A B C D E F G
Unit Eng.
Assigisoent no? no? A-B^C
units
Eng.
Hist.
no? yes yes
Telescoping Lat.III
Fr. Ill
no S.Geom no no no Latin
S.Geom.
Aero.
Alternation Hiy-Chem.
Law-Soc
.
Agric.
H.Ec.
no Phys.
Chem.
Phys.
Chem.
Phys.
Chem.
no H.Ec.
3
Fusion no no no no no no no
Cooperative no some
Comm.
no with a
nearby
Trade
School
no no no
Lab .Work Phy-Dem. Ind. Ind. Ind. Ind. Ind. Ind.
Chem-Ind.
Agr-Ind.
Ind. Ind. Ind. Ind.
Ind.
Ind. Ind.
Percent.
Failures
per Pupil
Subject
4.0 7.6 10.5 8.0 14.1 3.1 1.2
Percent.
Leaving
School
Yearly
3.0
yearly
4.7 4.8 4.1 3.8 4.0 1.5
Integration none
organized
same same sciences none
org.
same Math.
Science
Eng.
Homogenous
Grouping
none none Eng. none none none Eng.
classes
Provision
in marking
system for
n-a.pupil
Unofficial
understand,
to make al-
lowances for
poor pupil
same none same
as A
none same
as A
Ability
marking
r %
V 1 r.
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I
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in the narrow curriculum of the small high school, with special
emphasis on those procedures that might allow the non-academic pupil
to experience a richer development during his high school course.
Alternation of Courses
Four of these hi^ schools give courses that are alternated
every other year. The substituting of Physics for Chemistry is the
most common alternation.
School A used this device most frequently, pairing Physics and
Chemistry, Business Law and Sociology, Agriculture I and Agriculture
II, Home Economics I and Home Economics II as subjects that can be
taught every other year.
School G institutes an advanced Home Economics course, in odd
years, designed especially for girls who plan to become nurses.
The principal of School E would like to alternate several sub-
jects, but feels he cannot without upsetting his present schedule to
an undesirable degree.
Schools A and G make a practice of offering several electives
each year, scheduled in the same hovir. Those subjects which are
elected by a sufficient number sure retained in the schedule, those
vdiich do not are dropped. This tends to allow at least a partial
choice for the greater number.
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Combination (Telescoping)
The teaching of two allied subjects during the same hour by one
teacher is carried out chiefly in School G, T5iis school has allowed
pupils desiring Latin III and IT to continue their studies in the
same classroom with pupils taking Latin II.
A similar procedure is followed, allowing those pupils taking
the Ground School work of the Civil Aeronautics Course to do their
work in conjunction with the Physics class and for those desiring
Solid Geometry to continue their work with the Algebra II group.
School A combined Latin III with Latin II and French III with
French II.
School C made provision for Solid Geometry pupils in its Algebra
II class.
TiThile this device did not directly aid the non-academic pupils,
it could be extended to subject matter of more interest to them, and
it does free an instructor for a class which may be devoted to their
interests.
This method seems to presuppose some form of unit assignment.
This will be discussed more fully on page 39.
Fusion Courses
The Veimont State Commissioner of Education has issued, during
the past two years, questionnaires to high schools throughout the
State regarding the feasibility and possible content of fusion
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courses In the sciences.
These courses would give the essential content of the Physics
and Chemistry courses in one course during the eleventh year. Pu-
pils desiring more work in these studies could elect a half year of
more advanced work in each during the twelfth year. It is felt that
this arrangement would make the sciences of more interest to the non-
academic pupil and at the same time provide for the pupil who wanted
to continue with the more theoretical and mathematical parts of these
subjects.
No school visited has as yet instituted such a plan in its cur-
riculum, although several seemed agreeable to such a change.
Cooperative Courses
The use of the facilities of commerce and industry in the edu-
cation of the high school pupil, during the regular school day, is
2/
not common in Vermont. At present, there are eii^t high schools in
the State that include part-time work in business and industry as a
regular part of the curriculum. None of the seven visited is in-
cluded in this group,
,
While four of the schools studied has evinced no interest in
this matter, three have made steps in this direction.
School D is located near a heavily endowed rural high school
that is thoroughly equipped with the expensive materials and machinery
1/Report to Principals, Public High School Statistics, 1939-40
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necessary to teach almost any machine-tool operation. This endowed
school, also, has the necessary equipment for a good commercial
course.
School D has so arranged its schedule to allow boys and girls
interested in such courses to spend the mornings at the Industrial
School and the afternoons at the local high school. Except for trans-
portation difficulties not yet completely solved, the plan has, in the
opinion of the principal, been very satisfactory. The plan is to let
the pupils take the Shop and Commercial courses at one school and the
more traditional work at the home school.
School B has, at various times in past years, allowed a few
senior commercial pupils a few weeks practical experience, without
pay, in a local insurance office. Credit toward graduation was al-
lowed for the work done outside. This plan is not in effect this
year. The principal of the school is moderately satisfied with the
progress achieved by this effort in past years, but not enough to
include it as an incorporated yearly part of his school’s curriculum.
He seems to think that it would work in special cases under favora-
ble circumstances for both pupil and the industry concerned.
The only school actually contemplating any cooperative scheme
in its curriculum is School G, and this school only in a most limited
sense. The principal of this school has contacted garages and print-
ing offices with the idea of allowing a few individuals with obvious
aptitude for trades, the opportunity of working for pay at these
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establishments every afternoon.
Since these places of anployment are all rather small businesses,
the number of pupils who could be cared for by this plan is sharply
limited. The opportunity is still more confined by an agreement of
the State Department of Education with industry not to allow more
i/
than one apprentice for every ten regular workers employed.
The success of any such cooperative plan in the towns under
consideration is made more difficult in view of the fact that, with
one possible exception, none of these communities has an industry
with a size or a visible future that would encourage more than a
very few pupils to avail themselves of its opportunities.
Integration
At none of the high schools in this group is there any complete-
ly organized plan of integration of subject matter in one field with
that of another.
In Schools D and G efforts of individual teachers to correlate
and integrate their teachings with those of fellow faculty members
were observed. In no case has there been much accomplished in this
direction.
All the sciences in School D are taught by the same instructor.
This teacher had attempted to relate the subject matter in his field
to that in other courses in the same school to a small degree.
j/e. W. Davis, Sumniery of Statistical Report of Schools, 1959-40
,
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An attempt was made a few years ago in the same school to have all
teachers cooperate in the teaching of the use and correction of
English granmar and composition in all subject matter fields. Ex-
cept in an individual way, this plan is no longer methodically car-
ried out.
Integration of subject matter with life in the community and in
industry and business was nowhere an organized procedure. There are
instructors in all the schools visited, who took their classes on
occasional trips to local business or industrial establishments, but
beyond this there was little evidence of any planned integration by
the school as a whole.
Members of Farm Clubs at three of these schools had participated
in a trip to Boston’s market district, during the year. The Agricul-
ture classes as a Tihole, largely through state requirements, enjoyed
more integration between school and faim than any other group in the
schools.
Homogenous Grouping
Two of these schools, namely Schools C and G, group their pupils
according to ability in English classes.
In each of these two schools, the pupils of each of the four
grades of senior hi^ school are placed in one of two English classes.
One group is called the Life group and the other the Academic group.
Placement is based upon achievement tests, reading tests, and the
pupils’ past record in English.
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The two courses vary considerably as to emphasis on the tech-
niques of grammar and writing, but more especially as to the outside
and the required reading lists.
Textbooks used in the non-academic coxirses are designed for non-
college pupils and are adapted for lower reading levels than the ones
formerly used.
The main purpose of the reading courses on the non-acadeaaic level
is to instill in the pupil some degree of appreciation, of enjoyment
and information found in the printed word. Newspapers, current maga-
zines, and even Zane Grey are explored in an effort to find a begin-
ning point from which the often discouraged pupil may be led to a
greater use of the untapped (for him) sources around him.
This grouping had the enthusiastic approval of the instructors
working with these groups. This is the first complete year that this
grouping has been in effect and there are still adjustments to be made
to make the placement of the individuals more nearly in accordance with
their abilities.
The grouping did not take more teaching hours than formerly as
it was necessary to have two divisions of each English class in pre-
vious years. Scheduling was not a major obstacle as the non-academic
groups were placed in conflict only with classical subjects that the
individual on this level would not be electing anyway.
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Percentage of Failures
The percentage of pupils who leave high school for other reasons
than the completion of their scholastic work, either at the school
or elsewhere, is computed for each school. The highest percentage
who left during one school year is found at School B, where 4.7 per
cent did not complete the year 1939-40. The other schools did not
vary much in this matter, excepting School G, where only 1,2 per cent
failed to finish the year. These figures do not include those whose
families moved to other areas, necessitating a change of high school
for the pupil. The surprising lowness of these figures does not nec-
essarily indicate a student body satisfied with the c\irricul\mi offered,
as the economic situation in any of these towns does not promise much
to the pupil who leaves, except loafing around the streets. School,
in many cases, is the lesser of two evils. Another factor that would
encourage low percentages of those leaving is the large body in all
these schools that come some distance to school and find transporta-
tion problematical. This factor tends to discourage those who are
not academically minded from continuing beyond graded school in the
first place.
Percentage of Pupils Leaving High Schools
For Reasons Other Than Transfers
The policy of failures in subject matter is taken up more ccan-
pletely later in this chapter. School E has a failure percentage of
14.1 based on the total number of pupil-subject hours taken compared
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with the number of pupil-subject hours failed. School G has a policy
of tev failures with a percentage of l.S, The other schools ranged
somewhere in between these two extremes.
Schools B, C, and D have the relatively high failure-percentages
of 7.6, 10.5, and 8,0, respectively. Contrasting to these is School
A with a percentage of 4,0 and School F with a percentage of 3,1.
Marking Systems
The marking system of each of the schools visited was examined
to determine if any of these institutions had made special provision
for the different types of abilities, or lack of them, that the various
pupils might show in their educational experiences.
Specifically, the writer wished to find out if these schools
felt that all pupils should be graded by the same standards, and
whether or not they felt that pupil subject-failures were serving any
useful purpose as a motivating influence.
The task was made somewhat difficult and the results scmetimes
contradictory by the obvious lack in several schools of cuay clearcut
agreement between principals and teachers as to the policy followed.
For example, the principals of Schools C and E stated that all
pxipils in these schools were graded on the seime standards, regardless
of differences in individual abilities and effort. Conversations
with various teachers in these schools, however, lead the observer to
believe that the majority of them are tempering the grading of the
pupil with an understanding of his individual shortcomings and
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efforts, rather than marking strictly on his relative perfomance
and test grades.
Table V shows that two of the schools, C and E, are then of-
ficially making no provision for individual differences in their
marking systems.
Of the remaining five schools, four stated a policy of making
some allowances in the failing of pupils whose efforts are evident,
but who have obvious difficulties in acquiring the minimum essentials
for each subject as set up by the instructor.
The principals of these schools seemed to feel that the cur-
riculum was restricted by the size of the school and that it was
not fair to the individual pupil to demand high standards of accom-
plishment in subject matter for which he had little interest or op-
tion in choosing.
In each of these schools, the administrators admitted a large
number of misfit pupils in each subject matter field. The pupils
are taking courses, in many cases, simply because there are no others
available for them in that school. The realization of this fact has
brought about a certain degree of tolerance by the teacher in judging
the quality of the work accomplished by these pupils.
The principal of School A stated his policy thusly:
”iYe try to make it a policy to give the minimum passing
grade to those pupils whose effort is passable but whose
ability is below that of the average of the group. In no case
do we ever fail a pupil more than once in the same subject.
If he repeats it, we always see that he passes it,”
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In this same school, one teacher made an attempt two years ago
to affix subscripts to each A, B, C, or D, indicating whether the
mark represented strictly accomplishment in the field of English,
or whether it gave credit for above the average effort. In this case
the pupil received the unadorned letter grade, while the office rec-
ords showed whether or not effort was taken into consideration in
arriving at it.
Due to administrative difficulties, especially in interpreting
these grades for college certification, this method was dropped after
a year’s trial.
In each of the above four schools, the judgment of the pupil’s
abilities is almost strictly one of the individual teacher’s opinion.
Intelligence tests of some sort are given in all schools and the
records are available to the instructors for reference. The final
judgment of ability and of effort is one for the teacher to make per-
sonally, as is the leeway to allow for differences in these qualities
Since the personal characteristics and sympathies of individual
teachers vary so widely, it can scarcely be stated that there will
be any unifoimity of tolerance in the marking systems of these
schools.
The chief point gathered is that there is a recognition of the
problen of the non-academic pupil in these schools, and at least
some sympathy in the grading of these pupils.
School E has perhaps the most interesting experiment along these
lines. For four years, this school has theoretically organized its
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marking system along ability rating lines.
Group intelligence tests are given each year. A copy of the re-
sults is given to each instructor. In grading the pupils at the end
of each tem, the instructor is supposed to compare the grades re-
ceived in class work vTith the pupil’s standing in the intelligence
tests.
Using these standings as comparative criteria of the pupil’s
ability to do academic work, the instructor notes his standing rela-
tive to the rest of the class in his class work, and derives the
grade according to how his accomplishments compare with those of the
same of higher ability.
If, in the opinion of the teacher, a pupil of low ability is
working to the utmost of his capacity, he is entitled to a grade of
Excellent on his report card.
Conversely, a pupil of high ability whose class standing shows
a below average effort may receive merely a Satisfactory grade, or
even in extreme cases, an Unsatisfactory mark.
The purpose of this system is to adjust the pupil’s effort to
his ability, and to give recognition to extraordinary effort even in
cases where the achievement is not high.
Conversations with the various teachers in this school revealed
that the plan is carried out more completely in the rewarding of ef-
fort on the part of the poor pupil than in penalizing the more
acadmeic-minded one whose effort is not commensurate with his ability.
That is, the marking system is applied mainly to prevent scholastic
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failure on the part of the conscientious pupil who has difficulty
grasping the subject matter.
Considerable groundwork was done at the inception of this plan
in educating the pupil and parent to the realization that the report
card was an indication of the pupil’s own diligence and not a com-
petitive comparison with any other pupil's marks.
The instructors interviewed expressed the opinion that the plan
had its faults, but that it was more desirable and had fewer injus-
tices than the older marking systems. The majority liked the system
because it openly gave credit for endeavor.
All of these schools, excepting School B and School G marked on
a basis of A, B, C, D, and E. E represented a failing grade, A
represented an excellent grade.
School B gave percentage grades with a mark of below 70 per cent
denoting failure.
School G kept its school records with grades of A, B, C, D, and
E in the same manner as the majority of the others. Report cards
sent home to parents, however, contained only the connotations. Ex-
cellent, Satisfactory, and Unsatisfactory.
All recommendations for college entrance from School G are
based on achievement te'st scores and standardized subject-matter
tests as well as teachers' rating charts.
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Laboratory Work
Laboratory work in almost every case observed tended to fur-
nish. the upper class pupils as much individual work as possible.
The sole exception was in School A, where the greater part of the
experimental work in Physics is done by the teacher-demonstration
method. In all other cases both Chemistry and Physics pupils are
encouraged to do as many experiments individually as the time and
the equipment would provide.
General Science and Biology experiments, on the other hand,
were done for the most part by the instructor.
Interviews with the various Physical Science instructors re-
vealed a unaminity in the tendency to have the more involved ex-
periments done with demonstrations either by the instructor or by
assigned groups of pupils.
Unit Organization
One of the most essential aspects of this survey proved to be
the most difficult to measure adequately. The answer to the ques-
tion of how widely some fona of unit organization of instruction is
being used in these schools was an evasive one.
The principal difficulty in obtaining useful information from
acimini strutors as to what methods of teaching were being used in
their schools was one of definition.
The word ”\init” evidently broioght visions of Winnetka and
Dalton to the principal’s mind and the questioner ?ras hastily
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assured that there was no such set up in the school being observed.
In spite of the principalis denials, a visit to individual
classrooms seemed to indicate that in many instances, at least
some slightly organized form of unit instruction Treis taking place.
For example, all instructors in Physics are to some degree
following a course of study set up by the State Department of Edu-
cation Tirtiich is primarily based on unit assignment.
Except in two cases, namely Schools F and G, there is no
conscious effort on the part of the school as a vriiole to use a unit
method of organization in the instruction of subject matter.
Schools A, B, and E were represented by their principals as
having no unit organization in their instruction, although, as
stated above, there are evidences of individual teachers who are
partially organizing their courses along these lines.
School C has one teacher who has planned her English classes
with a unit arrangement in view. This teacher assigns units in her
classes and then allows considerable latitude as to the choice of
the work done within the unit. For each unit, she sets up A, B,
and C goals of accomplishment and grades the pupils accordingly.
The Mathematics teacher in this same school did not think that
he was using any form of unit instruction, but since he was com-
bining Solid Geometry for a few advanced pupils in the same class
with Algebra II, he obviously must have been organized on some
such basis
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The same confusion must exist in School A where Latin III and
French III are sometimes coinbined in the same classes with Latin
II and French II, respectively. It would seem probable that where
two separate groups are being taught in the same class, some form
of unit assignment must be used, however haphazardly or uncon-
sciously.
Schools F and G reported some degree of unit organization in
all classes. This is probably due to the fact that both have had
the same individual as Superintendent of Schools at different times
in the past few years.
The plan of instruction in both of the schools is similar.
There is some difference in the type of unit organization in dif-
ferent classes in each school, but all classes have based their in-
struction on planned units.
In School G the Mathematics classes are strictly individualized
to the extent of allowing each pupil to do the required work at his
own rate and to go on to the next unit once mastery is proven. The
classes, therefore, may be staggered over as many as ten different
units at once.
The other instructors tend to keep all pupils in the same
class on the same unit, with optional material available for the
more progressive ones.
Mathematics and the Sciences have the highest degree of unit
organization in this school. The languages have the least. There
is a wide degree of difference in the thoroughness with which the
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individual teachers carry out the unit plan. This difference
seems in direct proportion with the e3^)erience and the teacher
training courses the instructor has had in organizing and carry-
ing out some foim of teaching based on individual instruction and
unit organization,
TShile working with above-mentioned Superintendent of Schools,
both School F and School G have, in the past, enrolled ninth grade
pupils entering high school at various times during the school
year. The plan, since discontinued, allowed graded school pupils
to enter the high schools any time they cocrpleted the work of the
eighth grade. Since the graded schools were organized with a
series of "goals” which the pupil might master at his own rate of
speed, transfer to the ninth grade might be made at any time from
October to May, This necessitated the organization of at least the
ninth grade subjects, in such a manner that the incoming pupil could
take up the work at any time during the year.
With the entrance of new superintendents in each of the above-
mentioned systems, this plan was discontinued and the pupils now
enter high school in a body in September,
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CHAPTER VI
COURSES OF STUDY OFBTRED BY SEVEN HIGH SCHOOIS
As described in the previous chapter, three of these schools,
A, C, and E, combine the seventh and eighth grades in the same
building with the senior high schools and use part of the facilities
and teaching staffs of the senior high schools for instruction of
the junior high school pupils. There seems to be no agreement as
to the desirability of this arrangement, since three of the re-
maining four schools also house the junior high schools in the
same building with the senior high schools, but do not use the same
staff for the instruction of both. Furtheimore, size does not seem
to be a factor in this arrangement since the largest school, B, and
the aaallest school, D, use separate faculties for the junior and
senior high schools.
For the purposes of this study, the following material con-
cerns only the courses of study offered the senior high school pu-
pils.
Each of the schools included in this study offered a College
Prepeiratory Course. At least two years, and in several cases three
years, of both Latin and French are offered to those electing this
course. It may be well to note that three of the administrators
interviewed were opposed personally to the inclusion of both
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languages In the currlculuiQi hut claimed that college requirements
and local pressures forced their continuance.
All schools Included two years of Algebra and at least one
year of Geometry.
Chemistry, Physics, and Biology are taught In all schools and
General Science In all but one.
United States History Is the only history course given In all
schools. World History Is next In popularity, being Included In the
curricula of five schools. Modem History Is taught In three sdiools
and only one still retains Early European History.
A Commercial Course Is offered In every school but one. These
varied from a very excellent course at School B, which Included two
years each of Bookkeeping, Shorthand, and Typewriting, to a rather
sketchy preparation at School A, with no Shorthand, and only one
year each of Typewriting and Bookkeeping. THiether or not, the grad-
uates of any school, excepting School B, are able, without further
preparation, to compete for positions in business with the graduates
of larger Institutions Is open to considerable question.
A General Course is offered at each of these schools. This
course is, as its name implies, a preparation for nothing in par-
ticular. In all cases it is a course made up of few required sub-
jects, generally English, Civics, and United States History, and
electives that include almost anything else in the school that will
fit into the pupil* s schedule. The General Coiarse would appear to
be offered as the only alternative for the pupil who is either
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completely undecided as to his future plans or idio can find nothing
else in the other courses of study offered which he is interested
in following as they are set up.
School G, wkiich offers no Commercial Course, is the only school
that includes It^nual Training in its curriculum. This school has a
Manual Training Course which differs from the General Course in that
it includes three years of Manual Training and one of Mechanical
Drawing, The Manual Training offered is mainly woodworking with
some other simple tool operations added. There is no attempt to
tiirn out carpenters nor cabinet makers, but rather to give a general
knowledge of tool operations and to instill an appreciation of work-
ing with the hands.
School G, along with School 7, offers a Home Economics Course
which is similar to the Manual Training Course except where Home
Economics is substituted for Manual Training.
Both Manual Training and Home Economics are partially support-
ed and supervised by the State Department and must meet periodic in-
spection standards.
An Agriculture Course is offered at Schools A and E, This
course is splendidly set up and carried out. The instruction costs
are largely borne by the federal government. The course of study
and the individual units required are set up by the State Department
of Education, A certain amount of equipment for the shop work is
required
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The shops in both these schools were adequately equipped and
included electrical woik, forge work, sheet metal cutting, and wood
work. All the units are built around farm experiences and are
checked off on individual charts as they are completed.
In addition to his school work, any boy taking this course must
carry on, during the school year, some fann project that will be of
50 dollars value at its completion. Such projects include the care
and maintenance of cows, chickens, gardens, and the like. The in-
structor makes periodic visits to the home and observes the progress
of these projects.
To summarize the findings of this chapter, all schools in this
study offer a College Preparatory Course, All schools present a
General Course, With one exception, a Commercial Course, of varying
completeness, is included as a course of study. Two schools present
an Agricultural Course, two schools present a Home Economics Course,
and one a Manual Training Course,
Table 71 offers a comparison of the various fields of subject
matter given at these seven schools.
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Table VI. CuiTiculum Comparison of Seven Higb Schools
Subjects SSchool A School B iSchool C School D School E School F School G
English I X X X X X X X
II X X X X X X X
III X X X X X X X
IV X X X X X X X
French I X X X X X X X
II X X X X X X X
III X X X X X
Latin I X X X X X X X
II X X X X X X X
III X X X
Gen.I^lath. X X X X
Algebra I X X X X X X X
Algebra II X X X X X X X
Geom.Pl. X X X X X X X
Geom.Sol. X X X c
Trig. X
Gan.science X X X X X X
Biology X X X X X X
Chemistry a X a a a X X
Physics a X a a a X X
Physiology X X
Phys.Geog. X X X X
Mod .History X X X
World Hist. X X X X X
Early Eur.Hia X
U.S.History X X X X X X X
Civics X X X X X
Sociology a X X X X X
Economics X X X X X
Soc.Sci. X
Heme Ec. I a X X X X X
II a X X X X X
III X X X
£^n.Tr. I X
II X
III X
Mech.Draw. X X X X
Bus. Tr. X X X X X X
Comm.Law a X X
Bookkeep.I X X X X X X X
II X
Shorthand I X X X X X
II X X X
Typing I X X X X X X
II X X X X X
Salesmanship X
Psychology X
Debating X
Ethics &. Guld, X
Agriculture I X X
Agriculturell X X
a—alternate years b—combined with Physics c—combined with Al€«II
H'M
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CHAPTER VII
DETERMINATION OF GEtffiRAL EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES
What is the small high school to teach? Before planning the
curriculum each aciministrator must first discover and decide upon
what general objectives he wishes this curriculum to serve. There
has been much written by eminent educational leaders on this sub-
ject. The purpose of this chapter is to condense the opinions of
a few of these men and to see if there is any common agreement on
this question. Mr. Hand, in his survey, found an overwhelming
agreement as to trends of curriculum thinking, but no such trend in
curriculum practices. This he interprets as evidence of confusion
n
and conflict in the curriculum field.
y
As far back as 1889, John Dewey wrote the following:
Education is not a preparation for college, nor business,
nor for anything in the remote future. Education is life it-
self. Nor do schools exist primarily to give power and glory
to the individual as individuals, but to contribute to the ad-
vancement of society as a whole, consequently all education
should be social education.
This statement is the theme for many educators who followed in
the succeeding years, and more and more thought of the school as a
social instrument for the development of democracy.
_^Henry Harap and others, Ihe GhaAging Curriculum
,
Chap. I.
^John Dewey, The School and Society
, p. 44.
—48—
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In 1925, Bode adTocated that make all public education, first
and foremost, a training for intelligent and responsible membership in
1/
social organ!
This thought is elaborated by Davia:
So it appears, that within the last thirty years enoimous
modifications of the school curriculum have been wrought, and
the majority of these aimed at making the work more vital and
generally serviceable in dealing with the social, economic, and
domestic problems of the age. The stone that the builders re-
jected has now come to be the head of the comer. The program
of studies suited to the common man has come into general ac-
ceptance, almost testifying to the age old claim of some people
that the program of the ccmmon man is the program of evolution
and real progress.
A perusal of writings on the subject of curriculum making bears
out Mr. Hand’s statement that there is agreement among authorities on
*
the subject of what the general objectives of our curriculum should
be. (See bibliography in appendix.)
Harold Hugg states the general problems of Auerican life as
three in number:
1. American industrial society increasingly an essentially
urban cosmopolitan population, carrying on a powerful
civilization of physical production.
2. Democratic government, young and Immature with its
constitutional guarantees and suffrage established,
but lacking intelligent understanding by the people
and the means of active participation by them.
3. A formal educational system, equipped to build literacy
among the people, their mental horizons slowly opening
to new concepts of culture and growth.
l/Boyd H. Bode, "Objectives in Education," School and Society
,
Yol.
18 (November 10, 1923), p. 546,
^Calvin Olin Davis, Our Evolving High School Curriculum
, pp. 40-41.
^Harold Rugg, American Life and the School Curriculum
, p, 16.
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Ttiere is tlien,, througiiout these writings, the growing conTiction
that if we are to have our schools regarded as training places for
democracy, we must, in many cases, alter our previous conception of
the general objectives of the curriculum.
Rugg labels our present curriculxm as ’^conceived as a given body
of facts and skills to be absorbed equally by all. Learning con-
ceived as an ability to give back, on the teachers demand, the words
2d
which symbolize these facts and skills,"
The same educator calls most of the present programs in our
schools as "a crazy quilt, difficult to administer and detrimental
to the progress of pupils, because they fail to integrate isolated
subjects and synthesize related topics." He calls for a basic
reconstruction of the curriculum.
In a recent dedication address at the new High School at Glouces-
ter, Massachusetts, Asa S. Ehowles of Northeastern University, summed
3/
up the problem as follows:
Here lies education’s greatest challenge. For the school
system must train men and women not only in the principles of
political democracy, but also how best to organize economic
life to lift civilization to ever higher planes of achievement,
while at the same time making it possible for the individual
to find his niche and a happy life. The attainment of these
goals is democracy’s challenge to the public high school.
^Harold Rugg, American Life and the School Curriculum
, p. 165,
^ , "The Reconstruction of the American School Curricu-
lum," The New Fra
,
Yol, 10 (April, 1989), pp. 81-84.
^Asa S. Knowles, "Democracy’s Challenge to the Public High School,"
School and Society
,
Yol, 58, No, 1347 (October 19, 1940), p.358.
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If then, we are to accept tiiese authorities eis our guide, we
must accept as our basic general principle, in shaping our curriculum,
the fact that our schools are primarily concerned with training young
people to better live in our democracy and, where needed, to make
this democracy more real in the future.
To quote Roy 0. Billett: ^Somewhere between theory and practice
y
much of the essence of democracy has disappeared.”
Continuing with the words of the same writer:
At least three characteristics are so fundamental and in-
dispensable that to speak of democracy practiced by a people
not possessing them is to speak of that which never oam be.
To be more specific, the ideal of democracy can become func-
tional and practical only if most people (1) are capable of
intelligent behavior, (2) think as much of their fellow men as
they do of themselves, and (3) are usually disposed toward
somewhat the same line of action when fully informed concern-
ing the facts and circumsteinces of a specific situation.^
Billett states "that no normal pupil should be permitted to
leave secondary school vmtil he is reasonably fitted to cope un-
supervised with the problems which confront him, without harm to
y
himself or to society."
The step from the formulation of the generalization of prepaxa-
tion for democracy, to the specific adjustment of the curriculum to
y
accomplish this aim is where the "confusion" that Lh:. Hand speaks
of, comes into being.
_y^Roy 0. Billett, Fundamentals of Secondary School Teaching
, p. 27.
^Ibid.
, p. 29.
^Ibid., p. 37.
^See p. 48.
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Particularly is this true in the question of what subject mat-
ter to include in the curriculum that will belp the pupil find his
place in the economic life of the country and will, conversely, pre-
vent his becomiDg an economic burden on his fellow citizens.
There seems to be no great degree of agreement among educational
writers on this subject.
Mr, Knowles states one viewpoint when he lists the following as
one of the requirements necessary to prepare youth adequately for
life in today’s democracy:
The curricula must face today’s situation on job-getting
and earning a living. Not only must the high school teach
specific vocations, but also see to it that students choose
those in which they are most likely to succeed. When youth is
prepared for positions for which it is best qualified, a long
way will have been traveled on the road to success.
On the other hand, Boyd H. Bode believes that
One of the primary objectives of (democratic) education
is to prepare for activities or duties that cannot be foreseen
at the present time
an over emphasis on training for specific and known duties may
easily give a rigidity to society akin to that of a military
organization, in Yhich the vast majority, at any rate, are not
e:q>ected to look beyond certain proscribed duties.^
These quotations are examples of the divergence of opinion as
to the definite steps to take to accomplish the same end.
The anall high school has, in the past, been still more restrict-
ed in following out its general educational objectives by the natural
_^Asa S. Knowles, "Democracy’s Challenge to the Public High School,”
School and Society
.
Yol. 52, No, 1347 (October 19, 1940), p. 357,
^Boyd H. Bode, Modern Educational Theories
, p. 36.
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limitations of size and teaching staff discussed in Chapter I. This
has resulted, in most cases, in the retention of the traditional
academic curriculum. A more complete discussion of a satisfactory
curriculum is given in the last chapter of this thesis. On the
present subject Warren C. Seyfert writes.
It is granted that the principal of the small senior high
school, when designing his program of studies, will be forced
to omit entirely certain departments or give them appreciably
less than their proper emphasis, it does not follow that the
bulk of omissions or reductions should be in the non-academic
fields, as is so generally true. . . • The omission of the
non-academic materisds from the program of the small high
school may well represent a more serious loss to the student
than would reductions in some of the more traditional academic
fields. The facts do not point .... to the necessity of
making the necessary decisions to conform with purely academic
and traditional ideas
._!/
j^Warren C.' Seyfert, School Size and School Efficiency
,
Harvard Bulle-
tins in Education, No. 19, p. 236.
.T tfifit-ir dX lloln ^ixfop^i* tijM osIaj tc cnoJU^^'lxtX
lgcaWJ^;> *0? dj ixJt ^t%am uX
•C19^t^:SUJtteJi ii ctiR^nfo«lf> .t^ixm A -ftj^XoaJhKaw
,’>aa jid lo lOJitAfi# *mJ *i£^ nxt JX«Tfe* al
tryttldm taC^cfX^
d^ta ^lft«4 lX«a( <W^t !55v N>i «i Xt
’
xii<w ,BDi{iP?k *50 |srraoi<i ®W * 'ooJt®
mM trtlr. ttXa^’Xtin xl9^ltvt> t,im cX
t>tLt if:^t milcl H .RiU/e.'-'ij®fl
0 ttni ^ 1<» -i^wrf
»Wi4»L'j<a adtj . . . ,e^^zr xiXwo^ o« «i a* ,
d^lii Xi^ifea oiX If B>«*t;j4>T[^ tfifi wuT'l uiici&®eiA-rsotf
&i,mbiJiSL fliis i># tow ’/jat.l<fC£da
t>iaffcjbB»o •k^3^ ^ J&XiAiw o«^
‘r© M*H>58«i>«»a e*fv- od . . . . vxoul ©U8f
oinsiijftaiB A/ ii? «4>tt»2U)0 <w'‘ j/?t;(a£a
'' i4?r.i<ritorxX
.
-©XiwT feserifiH Xoc>iuby!yat cai;^ iroc.jj vl.
';;t
“'^^ ^ lir
. £ ,ei i-x divit,
CHAPTER VIII
ADJUSTING TEE GUREICUIUM OF FAIR HAVEN HIGH SCHOOL TO FIT
BflDRE NEARLY THE NEEDS OF THE NON-ACADEMIC PUPIL
It is evident from the foregoing chapters that the curricula
of the aoall high schools in this area tend to be academic in flavor
and narrow in scope. An evaluation of them agrees with Spaulding’s
y
comment on the general curricula found in New York State.
The predominantly academic flavor of the high school
program is only partly indicated by the names of the sub-
jects which the pupils study .... Most of the teaching of
general subjects in the high schools consists of drill on
technical skills, and memorization of a kind of factual
material which is significant to pupils because it is use-
ful chiefly in passing examinations.
He further states that ’’if schools in general are to provide
as effective teaching as certain individual schools now provide, it
y
is evident they must break the academic mold in which they are cast.”
Ihe outlook for the liberalization of the curriculum along
3/
traditional lines is not bright. Regardless of the intentions of
the administrator, the restrictions of size and expense will continue
in the small school. College requirements plus the desire of a
J^Francis T. Spaulding, High School and Life
, p. 125.
^Ibid., p. 155.
^See pp. 2, 3, 4 in Chap. I
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reasonable number to obtain blgber education vlll compel, at least at
present, the retention of many of the more academic subjects In the
curriculum. Certain local pressures demand the retention of much
traditional material.
Eow then, may the email school make Its curriculum more beneficial
to the non-academic pupil? To arrive at any satisfactory solution,
the administrator must first cease thinking of his school as a poor
relation of the large systems. The salvation of the small school lies
In regarding it as such and In taking advantage of its anallness.
Biere is a flexibility of curriculum structure possible in the
small school that would be impraotical, if not impossible, in its
larger neighbors, llany of the problems and resulting restrictions
that arise with the handling of great numbers of pupils in the large
institutions need not smother the enrichment of the individual in the
small schools.
C. N. Pettit, in his study on the small school in California,
says,
Basic to any new program is a knowledge of human needs as
related to social and racial backgrounds, to inccane levels, to
housing, to population mobility, to health, to delinquency, to
recreation, to family, and home life problems.l/
The average teacher, living in a small community, and sym-
pathetically inclined, is in a better position to understand these
factors regarding an individual entering hi^ school than many guid-
ance experts working from secondary material in the larger centers.
_^Clare N. Pettit, "How A Small School Revises Its Curriculiom,"
California Journal of Secondary Education
,
Yol. 14 (Jamary, 1939)
p. 37.
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Table VTI. Curriculum Trends at Fair Haven High School, 1931-1940
Subject No. Enrolled in Total* School
Given 1930-31 1935-36 1940-41
English la 32 53 26
Ib 35
English Ila 42 49 22
Ilb 27
English Ilia 29 54 19
IIIb 22
ITa 39 62 19
IVb 21
French I 43 42 18
II 27 38 14
III 24 29 9
Latin I 23 21 25
II 17 20 12
III 5 4
IV 6 3
Algebra I 35 53 23
II 23 24 9
Geom.Plane 40 40 23
Trigonometry 9
Pract.Math. 44
Gen.Science 30 46 16
Biology 17 30 23
Physics 33 54d 10
Chemistry 60d 25
Phys. & Hyg. 14
U.S.History 19 47 39
l(todern History 35 31 11
Early Eur. Hist. £3 19 13
Comm. Civics 18 35 45
Economi cs 36 23
World History 10
Bookkeeping 14
Bus. Training 23 23
Sociology 21
Psychology 23
Man. Training 26 29 52c
Home Economics 13 11 62
Mech .Drawing 15c
Debating 14 31
Music 67
Phys.Bduc. compulsory
Religion compulsory
a—college b—non-academic c— limited by facilities to this no.
d—alternated
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Table VIII, Number of Pupils Enrolled in Various Courses at Fair Haven
High School Who, In Opinion of Teacher, Have Not Ability to Meet
Minimxan Academic Standards, If Such Were Demanded
Subject Number Nvimber Enrolled
Chemistry 10 27
Physics 3 10
Practical Mathematics 6 44
Geometry 4 23
Algebra I 1 23
Algebra H 0 9
French I 4 IB
French II 2 14
French III 0 9
Modern History 3 12
Sociology 2 23
World History 6 13
Biology 3 23
General Science 4 16
Physiology and Hygiene 1 10
Civics 7 45
Latin I 5 25
Latin II 0 12
United States History 4 39
Psychology 8 31
Bookkeeping 0 (Several
dropped)
14
Business 8 23
Mamal Training, Home Economics, and Debating are not in table
as academic courses.
English is not in table since it is divided into two sections,
each classified and taught as academic or life . Misfits here would
be the fault of poor classification.
Double spacing between subjects indicates a different teacher,
and were so grouped so as to bring out any difference in personal
standards, if any. There seem to be no serious differences in such.
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The task of "fitting the school to the child" may be accomplished
more nearly at Fair Haven High School by the amplification of several
curriculum procedures already in effect eind the adoption of others.
The following recommendations are sutmitted:
I. Under present conditions, there are limitations to the addi-
tions or substitutions that can be made in the present list of sub-
jects taught in the school. One large trend, at least, demands im-
mediate consideration. In the past ten years the number electing Man-
ual Training and Mechanical Drawing has grown from S6 to 67. In addi-
tion, ten other boys have tried to take this subject this year but
have been denied for lack of facilities. The facilities and teaching
hours of this subject have not been at all proportionally increased
and it is doubtful if there are adequate facilities for 40 at this
time. The present demand would justify the employment of a full time
instructor in this and allied subjects and at least a doubling of space
6uid shop equipment. At the same time the shop should be equipped for
the instruction of basic hand and machine tool operations other than
woodworking, particularly those necessary for an Agricultural Course.
The large percentage of pupils attending this school who come
from farms would justify the addition of an Agricultural Course in
1/
this high school. Although the percentage of graduates who have re-
mained in farming is small, there is reason to believe that many more
might do so if suitably prepared and educated in ways of obtaining a
l/see p. 13, Chap. III.
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better econojoic livelihood from the faxmlands on which they now live.
The added expense of instituting these changes would be largely ab-
sorbed by government funds now available for such purposes, especially
y
in the case of the instructors » salary.
The institution of these subjects will necessitate the elimina-
tion of others, if there is to be no increase in the size of the teach-
ing staff. The history and language departments are excessively staffed
considering the needs of the non-academic pupils. Of the four history
courses now offered, it is recommended that the Early European and the
World History courses be dropped. Since French will fulfill the lan-
guage requirements, other than English, of most advanced institutions,
especially those in Vermont, it seems unnecessary to continue the teach-
ing of Latin, especially to the detriment of a largo majority of pupils
who could use the teaching hours, thus freed, to their advantage. If,
as proposed in the following pages, the other sciences are adapted to
the needs and interests of the majority of pupils, General Science may
be omitted from the teaching load, as unnecessary and repetitive. The
above subtractions from the curriculum will set free five teaching
hours, or practically the full load of one additional teacher.
II. There is a tremendous opportunity, within the range of the
present course of study, to adapt the curriculum to the needs of the
non-academic pupil. It is recomnended that individual instruction
based on unit organization of subject matter be extended in this school
^Industrial Arts and Trade and Industrial Education
,
Bulletin, Veimont
State Department of Education, 1940.
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far more than is now evident.
There are almost unlimited outcomes, appreciations, ideals, con-
cepts and skills present in certain fields of subject matter now
thou^t of as academic, which will be of interest and value to the
non-academic pupil, if 14iese fields were stripped of the theory, tech-
nicalities, language, or mathematics that is made an integral part of
them as now presented.
If, in the same classroom, units were set up which varied widely
in the optional activities, or even in the required core activities,
and which made suitable allowance or ccxaprehensivenesa in measuring
educational growth, there seems to be no reason why many subjects can-
not be experienced simultaneously by both academic and non-academic
pupils of widely different aptitudes and interests.
This is especially true in Physics and Chemistry, where, at
present the classes are small and the facilities adequate for a larger
number. With science becoming daily a greater factor in our lives,
it is an injustice that its many interesting phases should be closed
to the majority by the traditional hurdles of mathematical and theo-
retical treatment emd requirements. The appreciation of science
should be for the many and not for the limited few who are now for-
bidden an insight into its wonders for no better reason than an in-
aptitude for Algebra.
There are several other subjects in the curriculum which are now
restricted to the interest of the academic pupil that can provide much
of value to the non-academic if the units are properly organized. The
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increased recognition of indiviclual aptitudes and interests in every
course offered by the high school will open new vistas of learning
for all and especially for the hitherto disregarded, discouraged,
w^slow*^ pupil.
In The Fundamentals of Secondary School Teaching , Billett makes
this summary:
The secondary school indicated for a democracy will bo
organized and administered as a miniature democracy. Courses
and teaching procedures will provide not only for the basic
resembleuices and ccciraon needs of all pupils enrolled, but also
for individual differences in aptitudes, abilities, interests,
aims, and hence needs
.j/
It is not within the scope of this thesis to discuss the pros and
cons of the various applications of unit organization, but from the
few examples of this instruction aid that have been observed in this
area, the writer is convinced that herein lies one of the most promis-
ing teaching procedures for alleviating the curriculum difficulties of
the small high school.
III. It is doubtful if a Commercial Course is either feasible or
desirable at Tair Haven High School under present conditions. The
nearby schools that have anything approaching a comprehensive Commercial
Course are maintaining these subjects at the ezpense of courses in the
Manual Arts (see Table VI). Courses of a conmercial nature would neces-
sitate changes in the teaching personnel and involve considerable ex-
pense. If the range of subjects then offered in this field were no
more comprehensive than those observed in the majority of schools ob-
served, further preparation beyond high school would be necessary to
fit the pupil for adeq^uate preparation for positions in business.
^Roy 0. Billett, The Fundamentals of Secondary School Teaching
, p. 41.
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U
There are two good institutions within caramuting distance that will
fit high school graduates for this field at a reasonable expense. In
view of the above, the addition of a Commercial Course at Fair Haven
High School would not be of advantage to the needs of the pupils as a
whole under present conditions and might be detrimental to the in-
terests of the group by the enforced abolition of more desirable
courses.
IF. Integration of subject matter in the various courses with
one another and with the economic, social, and political life of the
community should be extended throughout the entire curriculum. The
functional vitalizing of the curriculum by this method would do much
to adapt the subject matter to the interests and needs of the non-
academic pupil.
John and Margaret Norton found that, **^The tendency toward inte-
gration and its significance is being recognized by many students of
1/
the secondary school fie Id.
Continuing,
There is a general trend toward organizing curriculum
content in large functional xmits as opposed to detached and
logically arranged subjects.
In meeting a problem in everyday life we draw not from one sub-
ject but from many
Larger built units put knowledge to work and particularly when
built around a central theme
One of the most Inrportant functions of education is to
aid the individual to achieve integration within himself and
with his environment.^
l/Rutland Business College and Green Mountain Junior College.
^John and Margaret Norton, Foundations of Caw?iftlllum Building
, p. 45.
^Ibid., pp. 39-40.
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Integration of school work with the life of the outside community
is not being used to any appreciable extent in the oaall schools stud-
ied. Neglect of this opportunity to make otherwise abstract material
function in the lives of the non-academic pupils at l^ir Haven should
not be continued.
Y. Continuance of a marking system based on a compromise between
ability and perfoimance is not necessary if the work throughout the
school is adjusted to the individual interests and aptitudes of the pu-
pils. At present, it is at least an indication of sympathetic under-
standing of the inequalities of preparation for life offered by the
present curriculum. Its evils would be largely removed if the subject
matter offered were adjusted to the various levels of the individual
pupil.
In conclusion, it is the opinion of the writer, based on the
findings of this study, that,
(a) the curricula of the aaall high schools of this area, includ-
ing Fair Haven High School, are narrow in scope, restricted by tradi-
tion, academic in character, and not suited to the needs of the great
majority of pupils who now make up the student bodies of these schools.
(b) there are, at present, natural restrictions of size and equip-
ment that seriously limit the solution of this problem by additions to
the curriculum.
(c) the small high school has notable advantages of flexibility
of program, intimacy of pupil and teacher, and knowledge of individual
problems, wMch if used to their fullest extent, would do much toward
.‘
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alleYlating tMs iixeg.uallty of education for all.
(d) a satisfactory solution toward providing for the non-acadetnlc
pupil can be reached by sympathetic recognition of the problem and the
ensuing advancement of teaching procedures within the curriculum, to
adjust the school to the child.”^
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